
By Norfanty Shaarifin

YEARS OF BRIGHTNESS
25 years is quite a journey! It must have been quite a ride to reach such a level but here we are. It is one of the biggest birthdays in Malaysia. Great visionary founder of 
IKEA; Ingvar Kamprad (portraitoont illustration) from Sweden made a dream to create a better life for as many people as possible irrelevant of the wallet size.

Malaysia is rich in multi-ethnic cultures that have a common ground, namely batik art and wood carving. The only difference is the motif that represents each nation 
such as the Bakawali Flower (Epiphyllum anguliger) which are carefully carved. It reflects the art that has not been taken away by time. The punching technique of 
perforated and embossed flowers are very widely used in Malaysia's vernacular architecture. While the motif of Awan Larat – Moving Cloud are often associated with 
longevity and immortality. This is the core that IKEA strives for around the world. Long-lasting trust and quality are always the criteria we hope to earn in every business 
we attempt to run. Last but not least, the art of parsley leaves by using Daun Inai - Lawsonia inermis also plays an important role in special events such as customary 
weddings in Malaysia.

The colour combination of the Swedish and Malaysian flag is indistinguishable from this artwork which also symbolizes the diverse culture and lifestyle yet the close 
connection between both nations. The creation of furniture or collections available at IKEA has been designed with so much precision that it comes out as you had 
visualised. It’s like you’re enjoying experimenting to solve the solution that makes IKEA pieces famous for its realism and sustainable R&D.



By Wen Xuan

Malaysia is a multi-ethnic country and is made up of many different cultures. The Malaysian flag features primary 
colors of Blue, Red, and Yellow. Mixing these three primary colors generates black whereby using black color to 
represent Malaysia as a multicultural harmony country. To commemorate 25 years as one of Malaysia’s favorite stores 
by spotlight the IKEA ready-to-assemble furniture using some tools such as spanners, saws, pencils, screws, 
measuring tape, etc, and Malaysia distinctive elements. The design also spotlights iconic buildings KLCC merged with 
a hand saw.



By Wong Wey Wen

The design celebrates the art and heritage of our country, inspired by the Peranakan tiles and 
porcelain, which plays an important role in resembling the melting pot of cultures in Malaysia. It also 
features our national flower –– Bunga Raya, the crescent and 14-point star emblem which represents 
the Malaysian flag –– Jalur Gemilang.



By Liyanatul Najwa Zakaria

I am presenting the unique facets of Malaysian culture, which forms the backbone of this design.



By Amir Asyraf Bin Yusup

Malaysia is very rich in ethnic and cultural diversity.There are several types of ethnicities in Malaysia.Among them are 
ethnic Malays, Chinese, Indians, Kadazan- Dusun, Iban and others.

Each ethnic culture has a traditional dress code that is influenced by religion and can be adapted to local influences and 
conditions.

Songket usually worn by ethnic Malays, especially during the celebration of the feast, while Cheogsam also famous 
among ethnic Chinese during Chinese New Year celebrations.
Sari is usually wrapped to cover part of the wearer's body and is often worn during the Depavali celebration by ethnic 
Indians.Marik Empang is a dress for the Ibans that symbolizes the state of Sabah and Sarawak.

each such dress, has its own pattern of heritage so as to give a particular identity referring to that ethnicity.



By Puteri Anis Syafiqah Binti Megat Mosby

Malaysia is known as a unique country as of its diversity of races, religions and cultures, the achievements and 
many places of interest. My design is inspired by some of the pride of our nation. Kuala Lumpur Tower and 
Petronas Twin Towers have been the major landmarks of our country with lots of amazing attractions. 
Malaysia's national flower, the Hibiscus, symbolizes the courage, life, and rapid growth of Malaysians. Along 
with the hornbill, it is not only known as the country's national bird, but also an important symbol for tribes in 
East Malaysia. Wau bulan is an intricately designed Malaysian moon-kite that is traditionally flown since times 
past. Added in the background, the map with East and West (Peninsular) of Malaysia also with design inspired 
by tropical forest.



By Mike Tan

Using modern textile style speaks Malaysia multicultural heritage motifs. Malaysia magnificent rainforests are 
extremely rich support a vast diversity of plants and animals. Malaysia is a multi-ethnic, owing to its diverse 
cultures through a number of arts, music, architectures, cuisines, languages and activities were made to bring the 
unique country. Celebrated with IKEA 25th anniversary, the logo design is bright up with IKEA blue and yellow 
which is an emblem to continue to create a better everyday life for Malaysians. MY Malaysia, MY IKEA!



By Suhana Oazmi

I come up with a fun “puzzle” design that fits together represents the diversity of our culture and 
heritage.
Every piece of the puzzle is different yet we complete each other. We have so many unique local 
places and hidden gems to be explored and discovered. We enjoy each other unique signature 
dishes, we learn each other language and dialect, different traditional food and custom. We also 
have so many religious festivals among different races, follow different faith and belief and yet we 
live in harmony and that makes us truly Malaysian.
#keluargamalaysia
Happy 25th Anniversary to IKEA Malaysia!



By Pink.Tung Li Chin

My design concept is Peace of Malaysia. First, you will see the half face female with Chinese traditional 
opera culture , which represents the Chinese culture of the three major races, and the second is the 
peacock, it represents the Indians culture, Indians regard it as a symbol of happiness, auspiciousness and 
sacredness. The last one is the traditional culture of Malaysia, which also represents the Malays. Wau is one 
of the traditional games of the Malays since hundreds of years ago. The game contains elements of 
authentic Malay culture.

Moto Malaysia : " Peace . Progress . Unity " ( Keamanan, Pembangunan, Perpaduan ).



By Nurfarah Binti Mohamad Nasir

‘IN FOOD WE UNITE’
In Malaysia there are various types of cultures, and each culture has its own type of food.

Food can unite races, among the foods that Malaysians love, such as Nasi Lemak (Malay), Tosai
(Indian), Wantan Mee (Chinese) and many more.

Malaysians will love the food of other cultures with each other.



By Ummi Syuhada Binti Abdul Aziz

Reka bentuk logo ini memaparkan gabungan seni dan budaya dalam masyarakat pelbagai etnik dan kaum
di Malaysia. Konsep "EthniCity" ini diilhamkan daripada motif organik berunsurkan alam semulajadi dan 
juga flora yang merupakan simbolik kepada masyarakat Malaysia. Gabungan warna terang dan pastel juga 
memberi satu keunikan dan keceriaan yang sudah pastinya memberikan satu impak 'keseimbangan'.



By Ong Leng

Malaysia is a multi-ethnic country and is made up of many different cultures. Ecological culture is also 
one of the main elements which make Malaysia unique. These lovely animals are special and well 
inspired. Exclusive creatures in Malaysia as the elements of this design gained attention from people and 
so introduced the distinctive ecological culture of Malaysia to the world through the Celebration of IKEA 
25th anniversary.



Liew Hooi Feng

My design is to show that Malaysia is a multiracial country. Different ethnic groups work 
together in different fields, and they all play important roles. This is a country where we 
live in harmony.
In the crowd, I drew four friendly Ikea's staff. They represent that there are four Ikea 
stores in Malaysia.



By Lee Liak Mian

My 'MY IKEA' for 25 anniversary logo is representing from then to now, Kampung (village) to 
metropolitan, furniture helps to make a house - a place we call Home. IKEA Cabinets are used to 
represent the concrete jungle and lamp being Bird's nest, Hornbill, Moon and Star from Jalur 
Gemilang. Bunga Raya pattern and colourful Batik background also represent the traditional craft 
of Malaysia.



By Mohd Izwan Bin Zainin

- This design is story about our Malaysian food culture from different races we have in 
Malaysia, especially Malay, Chinese and Indian in background of our country landmark 
like a KL tower and KLCC.
- Colour scheme that i use base on Malaysia flag as a main colour for this design.



By Ally Lau

There is no place more beautiful than our home, Malaysia with our unique culture and heritage.



By Choy Lan

The design takes a cue from the Malaysian traditional food namely, satay, nasi lemak, and curry 
mee, etc which act as a catalyst to connect all the Malaysians , as saying goes ‘sharing is caring.’



By Muhammad Aliff Bin Ithnin

Miss home. The wooden house is cool at night and windy during the day. 
Surrounded by large trees. Safe during the floods. My late grandma would sweep 
the dry leaves and I would quarrel with my brother to play on the swings in the 
evening. This was my house 25 years ago. I'm sure Malaysians share the same 
story.



By Yap Hana Muhibbah

In conjunction with IKEA's 25th anniversary and Malaysia's independence day, I came up with this 
design which celebrates IKEA's and also Malaysia's uniqueness. Elements of the three races were 
added onto the "MY" logo with the roofs representing the Chinese, the scarf with a classic batik 
design representing Malays, and a simple mandala art at the bottom to represent the Indians. I also 
added wooden textures and made it look like they were pieces of wooden blocks combined 
together. This gives the design an "IKEA" touch with the minimalistic look and DIY elements. The 
batik scarf looping around the letters were also put into the design with the intention of recreating 
IKEA's signature maze-like interior. I mean, who never gets lost in IKEA going in circles! Overall, this 
design depicts my love for IKEA and how I feel connected with their bright ideas of interior designing 
which also explains the vibrant colours used. I have attached a scanned design and a camera 
captured design as comparison



By Nur Sabariah Bt Berahim @ Abd Wahab

Kapas dan kayu merupakan antara sumber asli yang banyak digunakan dalam produk IKEA. Bahkan
kayu juga adalah bahan utama dalam reka bentuk warisan Scandinavian dan warisan pertukangan
kayu tradisional di Malaysia. Justeru, huruf M dan Y telah direka dalam corak kayu asli bersama
sedikit sentuhan bunga kapas. Rekaan asas ini juga dikelilingi dengan simbolik kepelbagaian
budaya di Malaysia, bunga kebangsaan iaitu Bunga Raya, Burung Enggang yang banyak ditemui di 
Sarawak, Wau Bulan, harimau Malaya dan juga anak bulan bersama bintang 14 penjuru.



By Liow Chia Yi

In this design I want to create awareness of endangered animals because our country is not just 
home for the people but also the home to the animals. I used batik's pattern in the word MY to 
represent the unique culture of Malaysia, but the difference is the patterns are wildlife in Malaysia. At 
the back of the MY is the doodle of buildings and rainforest in our country.From left to right, it shows 
the progress of how our country has developed so far. The overall colours are the colours of the flag 
of Malaysia, Jalur Gemilang which are red, blue, yellow and white.



By Nor Hakim Bin Suliman

Penekanan elemen Malaysia, konsep rumah kampung yang sangat menarik ditonjolkan, 
kombinasi barangan perabot ikea samaada hiasan dalaman ataupun luaran, menaikkan lagi seri
dan menjadi inspirasi rakyat Malaysia khususnya.



By Mohd Afendy Bin Mohd Radzi

Minimalist design with minimal outline floral Batik pattern and several elements such as
Malaysia know-well iconic buildings, Wau Bulan and Malayan Tiger.



By Nik Amila binti Baszelan

MALAYSIA is so unique, representing by so many details that made us, Malaysians.
There is batik and Borneo motives representing the local traditional crafts, Nasi Lemak as we all know is Malaysia 
sole food no other countries can claim, and of course, we all proud for this land to be rich with Durian and 
mangosteen. A hint of Malaysia Ringgit note as our currency, the exotic hornbills giving the state of Sarawak to be 
called "Bumi Kenyalang", our Petronas Twin Towers, proudly be the tallest twin towers in the world since 1996, and 
never forget our very own national car, Proton.
If you ask any Malaysia citizens, everyone knows about Langkawi island as one of the top local tourist spot, hence 
the iconic eagle (Lang) statue. Red and white stripes representing bits of Malaysia flag, supported by 3 racial 
ethniques as the symbol of Malaysians unity.
Last but not least, Bunga Raya or hibiscus as our national flower is highlighted; 2 in M and 5 in Y, because of IKEA 
25th anniversary. I choose Bunga Raya to decorate the logo as it has 5 petals, representing 5 Rukun Negara 
(national principles) of Malaysia, the most important essence of what made Malaysia our peaceful country today.



By Azman Manap

blending beauty of Malaysia and how throughout the years Malaysia developed into a modern country and rised in 
such harmony and strong culture. It's the same with IKEA with a beautiful furniture system found by Ingvar 
Kamprad, came into Malaysia 25 years ago with a strong will and great team they develop and create a history of 
their own.



By Ammar bin Mohamad Riza

The design is mainly a series of traditional Malay houses that can be seen across the country. The reason why I choose 
this type of design is because I want to relate how Malaysians have evolved in using and designing their houses by just 
a simple mat and a mosquito net to a more unique fusion between modern and traditional furniture. To reflect the 
simplicity of life, the majority of Ikea's furniture really shows how simple and easy it is to be built using minimal tools.



By Chan Jian Jin (Nigel)

To commemorate IKEA 25th years Anniversary and as one of Malaysia's favourite stores, the "MY IKEA" 
logo design is inspired by the diversity of cultures in Malaysia, multi-ethnic and cultures are the unique 
identity of Malaysia. Thus, the logo design is integrated with 4 significant culture elements from different 
ethnics in Malaysia, the first is the "Wau Bulan", it is Malays' traditional kite and representing the Malay 
group ; the tradition Chinese opera model is representing the art and culture of Chinese group ; the Diwali 
lamp which to symbolize the triumph of light over darkness and representing the Indian group ; last but 
not least is the " Ketapu", it is the headgear of indigenous people and made of long feather, which 
representing the Indigenous group in Malaysia. The 4 significant elements are circulated and bonded by 
Malaysia's traditional flora motif, which can be commonly seen in Malaysia's traditional woodcraft 
furniture and batik design. The logo is hand drawn and composed by digital software. It able to manifest 
and express the localism and traditional handcraft of Malaysia by the combination of significant culture 
elements from different ethnic in Malaysia.



By Chan Qian Hui

My design is about Malaysia great cultural diversity. There is Malysia flag, mosque, KLCC, rafflesia, 
bunga raya, nasi lemak and wau. It represent our culture and our nation. I also add decorations make 
it look nice. Wish IKEA 25th Anniversary.



By Ngoo Sze Jie

Throughout the many years IKEA has been spurring the spirit of 'do-it-yourself' (DIY) among the community of 
makers, DIY-ers and the hand-crafting community. I decided use the cross-stitch technique on this artwork to 
represent the local sewing community and hobbyists.

This artwork represents us, especially those of us who never fail to make a stop at the fabric department each 
time we visit IKEA, just to adore the many prints available on shelf, thinking about our next home project. I 
used to be one of the many (I supposed), who scouts at the bargain corner looking for the pre-packed fabric 
remnants to be used for small craft projects.

The tapestry in this artwork represents the many layers of hard work and unity weaved over the years in 
building our beloved country Malaysia. The use of different colours represents harmony in diversity. Though 
we are different, each of us in our entities, plays a significant part in nation building together.



By Dahnah

Amongst many other great design concepts submitted here, this design is more loose and explored in 
IKEA famous bright colours. Each of these flowers, leafs represent its own personality which ties back to 
how IKEA products have its unique touch and celebrate its own identity.



By Muhammad Amir Faiq bin Mohd Razip

Hibiscus is the National Flower for Malaysia, thus was chosen to be incorporated in this design. The 
two hibiscus in the logo is to show that Malaysian and IKEA can not be separated and the small white 
flower symbolises Malaysian idea to always include IKEA in every room they enters.



By Tan Ser Sze

In my design, I have added a lot of houses and shops to display how IKEA changed our quality of life and 
city holistically. All the houses I added have different designs to display the multi cultures of our country 
and different design needs by our netizens with different culture and race. I would say IKEA always comes 
to everyone's mind no matter who you are and how old you are when we need a household item because 
of the product quality and design. Gradually, IKEA has become our main reference of our home / shop 
design and latest trend on household items needs.

I am not good at explaining, but I hope I have expressed myself and shown you how the houses and 
shops in Malaysia changed because of you. That's all from me. Thank you. :D



By Nikki Chang

My design has used some symbols of Malaysia including Malayan Tiger, Petronas Twin Towers, 
Hibiscus and other elements. There are also elements from our national flag 'Jalur Gemilang' which 
are the moon and star. Other than that, there's batik design in the background too!



By Luqman Abdul Razak

Bunga Raya as my main subject to represent the Unity of Malaysia as multicultural nation. 'Raya' 
means celebratory or grand, reflecting the 25th Ikea Anniversary. Wink-Wink!



By Ng Jia Yi

In this design, the 'M' alphabet presents two different Malaysia, one is Malaysia at night and the other is Malaysia at 
daytime. Malaysia at night is illuminated by moonlight, showing Malaysia's beautiful night scenes, including the Petronas 
Twin Towers and KL Tower in Malaysia. While the other half of the 'M ' alphabet I presented Malaysian characteristics and 
Malaysian weather. There has a small sun in the upper right-hand corner, which means Malaysia is a hot country, but 
because Malaysia is a hot country, Malaysia can produce speciality fruits (durian, mangosteen, coconut), as well as 
famous food, scenic spots and dragon dance culture and so on.

On the other hand, the letter "Y" I designed is to express the feeling that Malaysia is a tropical rainforest. Among them 
are Malaysia’s national treasure tiger, as well as Malay tapir and Malay bear. On the upper right corner have the 
traditional Malay kite 'Wau'. So in this alphabet consisting of "M" and "Y", it shows that Malaysia is a multicultural 
country.



By Amirul Asraf bin Zulkefli

Incorporating icons from both worlds, IKEA and Malaysia. The colour scheme of IKEA were 
transferred onto the canvas full of elements of Malaysia, while carefully picking the pride from 
Peninsular and East Malaysia in which the merger took is to where we are today💛💙



By Lim Xin Yu

This design is inspired by nature and wildlife in Malaysia and Swedish art . Therefore , for my 
design there's a few elements of culture in Malaysia such as bunga raya , coconut trees , orang 
utan , hornbill and the backdrop for the word M is batik. Besides , I also include Swedish culture 
such as the national flower of Sweden which is Campanula rotundifolia , known as small bluebell 
and Dalecarlian horse which is a traditional carved, painted wooden statue of a horse. Lastly , the 
backdrop for Y is Swedish folk art.



By Sohwi Bae

Traditionally, Tepak Sirih is a device that allows people to communicate, holding the meaning of welcome.
People will present this Tepak Sirih when a guest visits their house. Possessing symbolisms that are much like “welcome tea”, 
this is used for not only close friends but to strangers as well.
Tepak Sirih is composed of Areca nuts and various spices wrapped in a Betel leaf. It relieves thirst and refreshes the mouth 
when bitten, as well as providing a boost in energy.
It also alleviates the uncomfortable tension at the start of a conversation, making the atmosphere much more calm and 
natural.

As ideas of welcome, refreshment, bond, and communication are what came to mind when I thought of Ikea, I considered 
the symbolism of Tepak Sirih to be a perfect match for its logo.
I included the nutcrackers that are in a Tepak Sirih set at the top and used some essential spices as my design motif to fill 
the logo. Additionally, I incorporated Malaysia’s tropical colour scheme in my work to allow all my elements to express the 
welcoming open arms that Ikea promises to their customers.



By Cathreena Chee Sue Fern

Despite IKEA being in Malaysia for 25 years, I’ve never really got the opportunity to furnish a space with all-IKEA furniture and the closest I got to be is
walking into IKEA stores mind-blown, amazed and dazzled with all its inspiring décor and layouts.

With this dream being very close to reality now, and the meaning of ‘MY IKEA’ where MY representing MY favourite home furnishing brand, this logo
design is inspired by some of the items on my wish list from IKEA, and of course the ever-favourite meatballs!

Coming from the heritage line of Baba Nyonya, with regards to the meaning of ‘MY IKEA’ where MY representing Malaysia, this is depicted in the batik-
inspired motifs from the Chinese Peranakan community, where the pieces of lace patterns and swirls were inspired from the neckline of the Nyonya
kebaya top, and the florals representing the more prominent batik design, highlighted further with the use of our national colours – yellow, blue, white
and red, with yellow and blue being the main focus, taking into consideration the colours of IKEA, coming together as one to celebrate IKEA being in
Malaysia for 25 years and counting.

The concept of doodle, which carries the meaning of simple drawings, is applied to enrich the idea of how IKEA’s products are always portrayed as simple
yet functional, going back to their vision, creating a better everyday life for many people.



By Justin Chu

The character “MY” is constructed in 3 distinctive architectures representing Malaysia’s multicultural 
homes.

From here, you can find 25 IKEA items that have been inspiring us and beautifying our homes for 25 
years and counting.

It is also composed in IKEA’s significant colour scheme “Blue” and “Yellow”.



By Nor Amira Binti Mohd Amin

My MY logo is inspired by Malaysia building and also Malaysia independence. Background colour is 
blue abstract to show some pattern from Swedish and Ikea furniture , infused with some batik 
elements.Foods and is for the diversity of culture, race and some flora and fauna for the beautiful 
Malaysia.



By Muhammad Habab bin Abd Halil

- My concept for this drawing is to enhance some of the flora and fauna that can be found in 
Malaysia. As we all know Orang Utan, Hornbill, Tiger as well as Turtle are among endangered 
species nowadays
- Bunga raya means celebratory flower, which represent the unity of multicultural nation
- The 4 colour splash at the background of the M letter represent jalur gemilang flag colours
(blue, yellow, red and white)



By Khairi Bin Anuar

My design is all about things that you can get in Malaysia. From historic buildings (Sultan Abdul 
Samad Building, stadthuys church ) to modern skyscraper (Twin Tower, KL Tower, Penang 
Bridge, mosque and temples), Nasi Lemak and laksa, Malay, Chinese and indian girl shows that 
Malaysia is multiracial country. Hibiscus (national flower), Raflesia (largest flower on earth), 
Orang Utan, Hornbill, Wayang kulit, durian, wau is all about Malaysia and all this you can find in 
Malaysia Tanah Tumpah Darahku.



By Pua Si Rong

My inspiration comes from the paper-cutting craftsmanship of Malaysia, so I use the three-
dimensional style of paper-cutting. This work also refers to the Malaysian craft artist Ceres Lau. Her 
work is vivid and promotes Malaysian culture. So my work blends Malaysian culture and cuisine. I use 
digital paper textures and 3D layers to highlight Malaysia‘s features. Among them are Malay Tapir, 
Hornbill, Big Red Flower, Raffles Overlord Flower, Malaysia's iconic building Petronas Twin Towers and 
Kuala Lumpur Tower, as well as Malaysian food Nasi Lemak, Laksa, Kuih, Satay and so on.



By Stephanie Yap

Truly Malaysian, the kain songket symbol of timeless elegance richness serenity and beauty



By Jasreen Rubeni

The design showcases a view of a present-day Malaysian living space that is advanced leaps and bounds progressively with 
IKEA’s iconic old favourites like STRANDMON wing chair, BILLY bookcase and STOCKHOLM rug that have also become hugely 
popular here.

I have also subtly emphasised the beautiful Swedish-Malaysian identity merge through the country flags, Dala horse painted 
with hibiscus motif, and with IKEA'S most-loved foods - Swedish meatballs and Malaysian curry puffs.

The Swedish identity has intertwined with our own Malaysian identity to form a uniquely beautiful heritage since IKEA first 
opened its doors in Malaysia in 1996. The design I have illustrated in its essence; celebrates IKEA’s 25 years and counting 
integration into Malaysian’s everyday life.

Other IKEA products in my design include; DJUNGELSKOG tiger and orangutan soft toy, LACK side table, ÅRSTID floor lamp, 
RIBBA frame, ENEBY Bluetooth speaker, SÖSDALA memo board, TJOG storage boxes, IDASARA fabric and INGEFÄRA plant pots 
with saucers.



By Iqlima Yusoff

Happy 25th anniversary IKEA! As an appreciation on your anniversary, I made this beautiful 
artwork as a gift. Firstly, this design uses traditional patterns and elements of batik to present 
the art of Malaysia. Meanwhile, the buildings illustrate the pride of development and economic 
progress in Malaysia.



By Khoo Yi Xuan

Malaysia is a colourful country blessed with different cultures and traditions. The diversity, ranging 
from art to religion, is what makes Malaysia a cultural melting pot, and a land of social harmony. This 
piece portrays the multiculturalism in Malaysia and at the same time reminding us to embrace and 
celebrate our differences.



By Chong Terng Yaw

This art piece aims to bring out the tropical climate of Malaysia, the diverse cultures of this beautiful 
land we call home and also the progress we have achieved together!



By Michael Lim

- My design is trying to highlight that Malaysia is a multicultural country. Malaysians don't see 
the differences between all races. We're one. Malaysians have been living in harmony since 
many many years ago, and will continue this uniqueness for many many years to come.



By Megat Radley Bin Megat Ahmad Zaidi

IKEA is the Home of all ethnicities in Malaysia, the opening of the curtain symbolize the welcoming of all 
of the ethnicity inside or outside Malaysia and symbolize the furniture shop so people can explore 
the diversity. The transparency of the curtain symbolizes the acceptance of people in Malaysia and create 
a sense of socialisation. The pattern inside the letter M and letter Y representing unique motifs of each 
ethnicity in Malaysia. Blue and yellow colour is the iconic colour of IKEA while representing unity in our 
nation.



By Foo Chong Siong

The tropical rain forests of Malaysia provide the best living environment and quality of the flora and 
fauna in Malaysia.
Just like MY IKEA, it also provides the best living environment and quality of Malaysian people.



By Siti Hawa Binti Jaafar

Rekebentuk adalah mengambilkira IKEA sebagai Family store memenuhi kehendak atau bertepatan dengan jiwa
rakyat Malaysia. Rekabentuk juga menampilkan watak utama menunjukkan betapa "MALAYSIA" nya seperti Bendera
Malaysia, Rakyat yang berbilang kaum, Menara KLCC, Bunga Raya, Nasi Lemak, Ketupat dan corak batik. IKEA sangat
dekat dihati rakyat Malaysia dari mula IKEA bertapak di Malaysia sehinggalah ke hari ini. Happy My IkEA 2021



By Rumanza Zaini

Malaysia is rich in heritage and wonderful bright colors that it’s perfect for a children’s storybook style illustration! 
Everybody’s unique, so what brings them together? IKEA Frakta bags, of course. Can you spot them? There are 10 other 
IKEA and Malaysia-related easter eggs in this illustration, as well. Can you find them all?

(1. Hej, 2. Socker pot, 3. Efterträda t-shirt, 4. Efterträda tote bag, 5. Frakta trolley, 6. 14-prong star, 7. The year Malaysia 
was named, 8. The National flower, 9. Harimau Malaya jersey, 10. Malaysia’s favorite sports)



By Darwisya binti Zulkifli

In this design, I chose to focus on architecture in Malaysia such as the National Textile Museum, templer, to'kong, Masjid 
Sultan Sulaiman and Malay village house. The factor of choosing heritage architecture in Malaysia are because I want to 
maintain the identity of the country and want to point out that Malaysia has many races and religions that live in 
harmony and peace with each other.
Although the heritage architecture of buildings in Malaysia are not the same as the architecture of modern buildings, but 
the unique features, comfort and safety have been emphasized since time immemorial. Taking into account cultural 
factors, local climate, shading, ventilation, lighting, and other basic features and this is very much in line with Ikea's 
slogan of “Ikea... Utamakan keunikan, keselesaan dan yang paling penting keselamatan.”
Apart from that, for the side motif, I also made the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC) motif which is also modern 
architecture found in Malaysia and also symbolic of the country's strength and also the glorious flag which means a 
symbol of leadership, a symbol of honor, dignity and sovereignty of a country.
Next, there are several motifs that are complementary motifs for a design, namely the rickshaw motif, which is the 
transportation of Malaysian heritage, Malay dance motifs, motifs of foods found in Malaysia, motifs of a man wearing 
traditional Sarawak clothes and motifs of multi-racial and multi-religious faces. Finally, I made batik motifs available in 
Malaysia in the background to develop and introduce the handicraft industry to the public.



By Aisy Nur Emely

Rekaan ini direka berdasarkan Malaysia sebagai sebuah negara yang membangun disamping mempunyai
kepelbagaian etnik. Negara yang harmoni juga kaya dengan tumbuh-tumbuhan tropika, haiwan yang unik, 
pantai dan pulau-pulau yang cantik serta keindahan alam yang menarik. Rekaan produk-produk IKEA 
bersesuaian dengan imej unik Malaysia.



By Kamarul Shah Bin Bakar

My design of IKEA MY reflects Batik Malaysia's rich culture and diversity. The design of batik celebrates both 
flora and fauna to convey the characteristic vegetation of Malaysia is dense evergreen rain forest. Batik's 
purpose in the past was to protect and bring fortune to the person who wears them. The motif in the emblem 
contains a philosophical value, themed education, environment, and contains a moral message. Bunga Raya 
symbolizes the courage, life, and rapid growth of the Malaysian people. The peacock is associated with “Quan 
Yin”, it also shows an emblem of love, compassionate watchfulness, good-will, nurturing, and kind-heartedness. 
People wearing batik conveys symbolic meaning and represents aspects of class, regional origins and 
ceremonial roles of Malaysian identity.



By Paul Ching

The design is combined Malaysia popular landmark,our national flower, hornbill, and malaysia flag to show 
Malaysia is truly Asia.
For wording Y, i would like to introduce our culture, our spoken languages,food, traditional game and our 
festival.



By Loke Jee Ann

My first impression of the words "MY" is Malaysia. Therefore, my artwork idea adopts several Malaysia 
elements to represent the beauty of my country. The concept of colorful design is to express the feeling of 
harmony from different races and cultures.



By Jon Tham Nam San

My design is about Ikea, for 25 years, giving Malaysians a proud building experience. Smiles ignite in the 
faces of the rakyat when we unbox our Ikea furniture, assemble it and complete the duty.
Nation building starts from the home.



By Tong Chin Thing

Taking inspiration from the lush tropical forest and the rich diverse wild lives in Malaysia, be it on land and in 
water, the backdrop of the logo is set amidst a vibrant imagery of the evergreen rainforest. Ten wild lives: the 
Malayan tiger, Malayan Tapir, Leatherback Sea Turtle, Bornean Orangutan, Rhinoceros Hornbill, Asian Elephant, 
Sun Bear, Rhinoceros, Peacock, and Eagle Ray, are presented in the form of origami to epitomise the fragility of 
the wild lives and precarious balance of nature in connection with men and the manmade environment. What 
was given to us can easily be taken away when we take things for granted. 



By Khairunnisa Azman

Textures Of Malaysia
When I think of Malaysia, there's more than meets the eye. It is given that Malaysia is a country with diverse culture 
and background but it's the commonality and difference between these cultures that I wish to highlight in this 
design. This design aims to capture some of the many textures that Malaysia can offer. These are the 
beautiful treasures that come from our nature, traditions and cultures.

Objects to spot: Malayan tiger. Sarawak weaved rug. Chinese hand fan. Songket. Petronas Twin Tower glass & steel. 
Durian. Banana leaf. Kolam/ Rangoli. Congkak.



By Marvin Chew

Over these 25 years, the iconic colour of Ikea has been a part of our Malaysian culture. We 
recognize the colour of yellow and blue from afar. It reminds us instantly of Home. 
Encompasses a traditional batik design and our favourite Swedish brand's colours, it 
bridges these two cultures into one. Happy 25th year anniversary.



By Rafika Dura

My design is about Baba Nyonya, also known as the ‘Peranakan' house. It has a unique culture heritage in history 
and can be found mainly in the cities of Georgetown, Penang and streets of Melaka old town in Malaysia. This 
design and beautiful color reflects Chinese shop houses an electic formal, traditional Malay house and Colonial 
English style splendor. The symbolic art and design that can be seen in this architecture is one of the elements of 
chinese's 'peranakan' culture heritage. Plants are also seen as symbols of prosperity and bring good luck.



By Fong Wai Yee

Golden Batik

This design uses traditional patterns and elements of batik to showcase the art of Malaysia. It 
marries the batik patterns into royal blue and gold colours to celebrate IKEA Malaysia turning 25!



By Hanime Naz

MY design concept about 3 elements:

Beauty: The beauty of nature, flora and fauna, the islands found in Malaysia

Culture: Culture in food, fruits that unite all races in Malaysia. We enjoyed it!!

Landmark: Petronas Twin Towers, Putrajaya, Penang Bridge, Kinabalu Mount, National Flower: Bunga 
Raya and IKEA carpet design on the letter M



By Shaun Chuah Cheng Jie

Black and white to give a pen sketch type of vibe to the piece. Included Malaysia's flora and fauna that 
are well known across the world such as Malayan tiger and hibiscus. Congrats on 25 years.



By Mohd Amirudin Rasid Bin Abd Rahman

Malaysian rural haven, this locally can be seen at the Malaysian rural outskirt that brings the nostalgia memory 
to whom came with this background, where the Malaysian represent Truly Asia.

Design description: Harimau Malaya refers to a subspecies of tiger that is only found in Peninsular Malaysia, It is 
estimated that there are only 200 of these tigers living in the wild. The Malaysian football team has used 
'Harimau Malaya' as its mascot and also the title for the team. The main jersey of the Malaysian football team is 
also adapted from the striped pattern found on the Malayan Tigers.

Design description:
Malaysian flock of herd, the variant bird symbolized the richness of colorful and diversified flock in the Malaysian 
community that represents Truly Asia country with all the people from various part of Asia.



By Nurul Auni Binti Mohammad Yusuf

The design concept is based on the heritage house in Malaysia where I used to grow up in Pahang. 
Every year whenever my family and I travel to Kuala Lumpur, IKEA becomes one of the destinations to 
visit. It’s not just about buying furniture but also regarding the engagement with the spaces provided 
in IKEA for us to spend our time as a family. The minimalist designs make it easier for us to match with 
the existing furniture in our traditional house. Thank you IKEA for the 25 years’ memories.



By Wong Xin Ping

When it comes to national pride, nothing unites Malaysians more than the love for our rich, diverse cuisine 
that perfectly captures the essence of our country’s inhabitants. Different folks, different food, but same table 
back to the good old days before the outbreak of COVID-19. MY wording is designed with a variety of 
Malaysians’ favourite food with a blast of nostalgia - our childhood snacks. On the other hand, as IKEA entered 
Malaysia in 1996, its anniversary wording was thus designed with the symbol of our unity, diversity and 
resilience - Jalur Gemilang. The upper and lower borders are filled with cooking utensils, indicating that IKEA 
got us covered with their exceptional quality of cooking utensils so that we can infuse our creativity in making 
our favourite Malaysians’ food at home!



By Hans Lim Han Leong

Malaysia is a diverse and inclusive society that has created a rich historical tapestry of architectural 
aesthetics and forms unique to each cultural group, and yet with a local narrative and symbolism that 
has become a hallmark of Malaysia, especially in the everyday Malaysian home. This is what has inspired 
me to design this celebratory logo that showcases the multicultural influences of Malaysia’s architecture 
and building designs—from the intricate tiles of the Peranakans and the vintage lattices of the Chinese 
to the quintessential façade of a Malay kampung house, Iconic staircase of Batu Caves and the bold 
bamboo flooring of a Borneo longhouse. Each aspect is more than just a nuanced design element—
together they represent eras past but are not forgotten; what stays bears a strong foothold in all 
Malaysians’ hearts. (Kindly refer to the annotations of the drawing as well)



By Kimberly Yong

The story behind this design is about a Malaysia that has a very diverse culture of people and so do 
the shoppers in IKEA! I love to see whenever people shop in IKEA, the IKEA staff always try to 
accommodate to the different peoples. In the design, the group of the people on the right represents 
the IKEA staff. Even they are all wearing a mask but the happy emotions penetrates through the 
masks! They are the people we shoppers always see in the store. We never know who they are 
personally and how they feel, be it tired, sad, happy, sick, they always put on a smile nonetheless.



By Noreeda Akhma Bte Sahak

Malaysia is a Southeast Asian county known for its multi-ethics and multi-cultural which half population is Malay followed by 
Chinese and Indian.
The design of MY is a combination of main racial life patterns in Malaysia which represents the identity of the racial itself.
Batik pattern in the logo is a pattern represent Malays known for their natural patterns and motifs such as leaves and 
flowers and commonly used in official events.
While golden flowers pattern known as the Oncidium Orchid closely related to Chinese that is the symbol of luxury, wealth 
and prosperity especially on Chinese New Year day.
Flame sharp shapes design is symbolic to Indian especially in Deepavali celebration along with colourful design on the floor 
from coloured rice and coloured powder known as Kolam.
Blue background colour means unity through peace and obedience of all races which strongly harmonize and give peaceful 
blend of life to Malaysia.



By Ng Li Chin

The design incorporates traditional folk art from Sweden and Malaysia. The font M filled 
with Scandinavian folk art seamless vector pattern with flower, Nordic repetitive 
decoration with flower. The font Y filled with Malaysia blue yellow flowers Islamic texture, 
retro Islamic pattern. In addition, IKEA’s blue and yellow are also used as the main colours, 
which is to emphasize the role of IKEA connecting two difference country and cultures.



By Navin A/L Thinagaran

Here i attached my IKEA Design. The design in Letter M is representative Malaysian National
flower HIBISCUS (BUNGA RAYA), KLCC Famous place in malaysia, i add some National Flag
colours: RED,BLUE,YELLOW,WHITE. On Letter Y representative SWEDEN Flag, foxs with the
sweden patterns( SCANDINAVIAN PATTERN are famous in sweden). And i used lot of colour into the Letter Y.



Prisha A/P Duresh

My design on the 'MY' is regarding on elements such as malaysian and swedish patterns. For instance, I 
designed 2 Wau, one of Malaysia,s national symbols. Not only that, i designed some batik with flower 
motifs as well with mesmerizing colors. In addition, the butterfly,horse and bird are scandinavian designs 
from Sweden that are characterized by simplicity,minimalism and functionality. My background for the 
letter 'M' is also based on swedish element which is the scandinavian patterns. Moving forward to the 
letter 'Y', i have designed 2 batik with flower motifs and scandinavian design at the bottom of the letter. 
The background of the letter 'Y' displays the swedish flag color which is blue and yellow. Above all that,i
have designed 2 rhinoceros hornbills and hibiscus flower at the top of the letter 'M' and 'Y' as it is the 
national bird and national flower of my country, Malaysia. Thank you



By Ridzwana Zakhir Hussain

The design is significant with Malaysia's amazing Batik feature. Ikea's trademark/logo color is yellow 
and blue,hence it is used as the batik color for the alphabet background. In the middle of Malaysia 
abbreviation, another batik design is used. In this design, the color red, blue,and yellow is visible. 
Synchronizing with the white background, the four main colours in our Jalur Gemilang is 
incorporated together.



By Sin Yee

It emblems the Bunya Raya and Wau which conspicuously represents the strong cultures of Malaysia, 
and also by adding the Scandinavian bird to represent Swedish heritage. Besides that, I also including 
the features of batik element and the color of IKEA that has blue and yellow.

*I have two similar designs which you can choose the best one of it*



By Sheryn Tanya Speldewinde

My design inspiration is a combination of IKEA as a home furnishing brand and elements of our beloved 
Malaysia's flora and fauna. I have included a variety of elements that highlight the uniqueness of our fauna 
and the flora elements that are imbedded in Malaysian culture and the symbolism which can be seen via the 
"wau bulan" that resonates with all Malaysians regardless of the area you're from. The design is also littered 
with pieces of Swedish folk art that harmonise with the Malaysian aesthetics.



By William Fam Swee Kian

In conjunction with IKEA's 25th Anniversary in Malaysia, I have come up with my design proposal with 
the 'floating' wording of 'MY' in IKEA blue with background images depicting the harmonious and 
vibrant colours of some of our cultural performances, Thus, a celebration of multiracial & cultural 
diversity of our beloved nation.



By Haryani binti Md Yunos

4 hibiscus (Malaysia national flower) represent 4 IKEA outlets in Malaysia.
These blooming hibiscus are in silver because we are celebrating the SilverJubilee.
Weaved/rattan IKEA products are featured on the MY to symbolize the unity and togetherness 
of Malaysians.
"It takes a lot of pieces to weave a mat".



By Mohamad Amin Bin Yusof

"Mix And Match".
Sebagai rakyat Malaysia, negara kita memang terkenal dengan pelbagai adat resam dan budaya. Salah satu
elemen yang melambangkan identiti negara kita adalah melalui pemakaian. Antara pemakaian yang 
melambangkan identiti negara kita adalah batik dan songket. Memilih tema gabungan barangan Ikea bersama
elemen Batik dan Songket. Kita boleh menggunakan pelbagai idea seperti membuat dekorasi gabungan
barangan ikea bersama Batik dan Songket. Kita boleh menghiasi perabot ikea dengan menggunakan sarung
bantal daripada kain batik, menggunakan kain songket sebagai alas meja makan dan sebagainya. Keseluruhan
warna dalam penghasilan logo ini terdiri daripada warna-warna oren, kuning, coklat yang mewakili majoriti
warna daripada daripada elemen batik dan songket.
Happy 25TH Anniversary IKEA!!



By Husna Mohd

Malaysia is known for its diverse cultural heritage. It is also a destination that has captivated the world's 
attention due to its beauty, attracting a large number of tourists. In this piece of artwork, I depict the 
Malaysian symbols.



By Wong Zheng Yao

MY words are using black & white batik art background by local artists with a simple Scandinavian style dark 
brown sleek frame.
M with Batik background: butterfly, flower & leaf and add 2 symbols of traditional dance and 'Wayang Kulit" 
with yellow gold colour (like Ikea yellow colour and also batik colour).
Y background with two men preparing the moon kite: Hornbill, Bunga Raya & green plant to add on some of 
our tropical colours to enhance the words



By Annabelle Foo Khye Erne

This design is inspired by 2 local elements – The Wau and Malaysian Blue Flycatcher Bird which both have 
something in common: their wings.Now a dying heritage, the patterns in this design revolve around the 
vibrant colours and shapes found on the wings of the Wau or “moon kite” which many of us grew up with; 
reflecting how many of us got to grow up with IKEA all these years. The Malaysian Blue Flycatcher Bird 
can be seen among the patterns, and its body is made up of blue & yellow feathers which make up IKEA’s 
logo colours. A gold overlay can also be seen on its wings as a representation of the worth and longevity 
that IKEA has timelessly displayed for 25 years and the time to come.



By Muhamad Syafiq Syazwan Bin Zainon

IKEA is like a "SECOND HOME" for all Malaysians. It is common for Malaysians to come and 
visit IKEA on the weekend with family & friends. No matter what the purpose, whether it is 
shopping, eating or just sightseeing, IKEA remains the No.1 choice of Malaysians.



By Jan Lim

For this design, I have incorporated the batik design with a modern twist of geometry by using and 
playing around with the national colours: red, blue, yellow, and white. I’ve also included some of the 
national symbols such as the hibiscus flower, wau bulan, and the KL Twin Towers. If you can spot 
them, I’ve added in drawings of some of my favourite IKEA products as well - MAMMUT children's 
stool, POKAL glass, SMILA BLOMMA wall lamp and the TULLSTA armchair! Happy 25th Anniversary 
IKEA!



By Wong Si Ying

The Colourful Malaysia Ikea
The “MY” die-cut effect acts as a window for people to look into colourful Malaysia. The patterns in “MY” are a 
compilation of simplified geometrical patterns found in Malay, Chinese, Indian, Iban and Kadazan cultures to 
show the multi-culture in Malaysia. The simplified design patterns that can move around symbolised the design 
of furniture in IKEA which is minimalist and easily mixed and matched. The traditional patterns blend well in 
minimalist form, like how IKEA products fit well in multicultural households.

The colours used are a mixture of Ikea 25th Anniversary blue colour, Malaysia flag and Sweden flag colours. 
There’re numbers “25” and “64” hiding in the patterns, 25th is the Birthday of Ikea, whereas 64th is the 
anniversary of Malaysia’s Independence Day this year. This is to mark that Ikea and Malaysia are growing 
together from time to time.



By Victor Andin

The idea behind this design is birthed from a love and appreciation for the many different patterns of each 
culture in Malaysia. We see these patterns being used so often in various designs around our country but we do 
not realise where they come from or the richness of their origin.

Each pattern is beautiful on its own, but when integrated together, they form something uniquely us - uniquely 
Malaysian. As the patterns weave harmoniously together in this design, that is how I picture Malaysia to be, a 
harmonious body of culture, blending together as a 'Keluarga Malaysia'.



By Yap Kee Sheng

Inspired by rich cultural heritage of wood carving in both nations (Malaysia & Sweden) that convey in 
modern style illustration with detail to capture the essence of it. Consist of several elements that 
represent Malaysia such as our national flower and bird with a combination of different styles of wood 
carving from each race. The long piece of fabric represents our unity and bond that tie us together 
along with IKEA since the beginning.



By Nur Najla Khairiyyah bt Mohammad

Malaysia is a multicultural country with diverse ethnicity and culture. Using IKEA colors, the design features 
the most prominent landmarks and symbols of Malaysia that bring unity to our nation regardless of race 
and religion.



By Ng Kai Nee

Between letters M and Y form a shape that represents the houses in Malaysia which we called homes 
and the silhouettes of furniture in it represent IKEA furniture which is always favoured by Malaysians. 
Silhouette of coconut trees is added as it can be seen in our living environment and it is iconic to the 
tropical country. The adoption of the traditional patterns for the letters brings out the unique culture of 
our country. The use of blue, red, yellow and white colours mimic the colour of Jalur Gemilang which 
gives the meaning of unity, courage, royal colour of Malay rulers and purity. 
The intention of my design is to keep it simple and meaningful.



By Siti Nurul Ain Binti Mohd Pakri

In the MY IKEA design, the elements I included were Bunga Raya, Parrot, musical instruments as well as small 
flowers for batik and abstract pattern. In my design, I will focus on the use of colorful colors, so that the design 
looks more prominent and looks harmonious with the variety of colors. The first things we see are Bunga Raya, 
Parrots, and Musical Instruments. I have mixed 3 different elements in MY IKEA design. We all know that Bunga 
Raya is the national flower in Malaysia. The flowers are large, red, hard, but odorless. Apart from that, there are 
also other famous flowers in Malaysia such as Rafflesia Flowers, Orchids, Paper Flowers, and many more. Also, my 
purpose of putting Parrots in my design is because we can all know that Parrots have beautiful feathers with a 
pretty loud squeak. Just like Malaysians who are in harmony with the diversity of races, ethnicities, and religions, 
which makes Negara Malaysia Indah in the eyes of the world. We also know that most Malaysians today are made 
up of wise, highly educated, intelligent people like the Parrot which is one of the birds with pretty good 
intelligence. Next, I include musical instruments is because, in Malaysia we all know, there are various musical 
instruments that are played, some are still in use some are just living history placed in museums. Whether 
traditional or modern musical instruments. Musical instruments are now the craze of young people in Malaysia.



By Chong Yoon Kiat

MY TASTE is the title of the artwork which was inspired by the Vibrant & Diverse Malaysia. The Blue & 
Yellow themed Batik-background is a playful crossover of 2 elements, i.e. The Signature Colour of 
IKEA and unique Textile Art of Malaysia.

Moreover, multi–ethnic people were used to portray the diversity of Malaysia. While we come from 
different cultural backgrounds, all of us share the love for Ikea Hotdog & Curry Puffs!

Lastly, M & Y is connected through coloured stripes which symbolises the bond and love we have for 
IKEA MALAYSIA! Selamat Hari Jadi! Grattis På Födelsedagen! Happy Birthday!



By Eddie Ng

It is not just paradise beaches that impress in Malaysia, but also nature itself, which is lush and 
beautiful in many places. Malaysia is home to some of the world’s oldest tropical rainforests, 
many of which have been turned into breathtaking forest reserves that offer an escape from 
busy city life.



By Iris

Under the durian tree, a traditional Malay House filled with Ikea's eco-friendly furnitures. 
Linking the past, present and future of Malaysia, reminds us of the importance of our 
own culture and the mission towards a sustainable lifestyle.



By Teh Woan Shin

The use of IKEA signature logo color blue and yellow for the IKEA MY design and simple outline. It means 
IKEA is with us as a Malaysian's favorite store despite us coming from different backgrounds.
The use of the Tree of Life which is also known as Pohon Budi placed among 3 different fabric 
pattern designs from different races. It represents the balance that was achieved and the effort in design for 
Malaysians from home to food . IKEA sends a healing message and love happiness via every single design 
detail to people despite the fact that we are in a multiracial country.



By Ain Amirah Binti Mohd Robi

The motif of my design is inspired by the traditional wood carving in Malaysia. However, I decided to 
make the design more simplistic and minimalist to suit the present aesthetic. I want to show that 
even though times had passed we should still be reminded of our roots and heritage.



By Wan Muhammad Huzaifah Bin Mohd Basir

To show the beauty of nature that have in malaysia using a doodle style in this design making while 
applying the colour that has been use in IKEA logo to make it looks familiar with the IKEA identity.



By Wan Athirah Wan Kamal

What is the better way to commemorate the 25th anniversary of IKEA Malaysia than highlighting IKEA 
Malaysia’s achievement of opening 4 branches at 4 different states in Malaysia. The four buildings each represents 
the landmark of each states namely Selangor, Kuala Lumpur, Penang and Johor.

Menara MBPJ : Selangor - IKEA Damansara
Petronas Twin Towers: Kuala Lumpur - IKEA Cheras
Jambatan Pulau Pinang: Penang - IKEA Batu Kawan
Masjid Sultan Abu Bakar : Johor - IKEA Tebrau

The colours are kept neutral colours with a hint of IKEA corporate colour in the background: blue and yellow, to 
celebrate the influence of IKEA in Malaysia over the years.


